ABSTRACT -Location-based services are growing in popularity due to the ubiquity of smartphone users. The availability and validity of location-based services are often effected by mobile user location contexts, which make mobile location-based services testing becomes one urgent and challenging issue. In this paper, we analyze location related features for location-based mobile apps. Then some test strategies are proposed to test those location related features and characteristics. Moreover, a case study is reported to describe our test approaches and test steps in details.
I. INTRODUCTION
Location-based mobile apps provide many interesting and convenient location-based services (LBS) and functions, and bring many surprising and exciting user experiences [1] . For example, mobile tourism app "Tripadvisor (tripadvisor.com)" helps to find nearby hotels and restaurants; mobile social app "Momo (immomo.com)" helps to find nearby friends; and mobile game "Life is Crime (redrobot.com)" make mobile players to fight with other players in the same location contexts.
Mobile location-based services have been identified as the one of most important features of mobile app services [2] , and have become one hot research topic in mobile computing domains. In the recent years, there have been a number of published research papers addressing LBS. However, most papers primarily focus on infrastructure [3, 4] , positioning techniques [5] , location privacy preserving [6, 7] , and other areas.
Till now, there are a few publications discussing mobile LBS testing. There is a lack of systematic and effective test approaches for test engineers to address mobile LBS testing. For mobile LBS testing, test engineers often are confused by following questions:
1) How to select and test location contexts form wide areas? 2) How to test location related information and services?
3) How to test moving objects with moving paths? 4) How to test location related interactive behaviors between multiple mobile users and objects?
Goal of this work is to provide an answer to those urgent questions. We analyze features of location-bases mobile apps firstly. Then some key test strategies and test approaches are proposed for solving above questions, and a case study is also presented to describe test approaches in details. Finally, concluding remarks and future research directions are given.
II. LOCATION-RELATED FEATURES
Location-based mobile apps have some special locationrelated features, such as map, location contexts, location objects, location-based information, location-based services and behaviors, and moving patterns and paths.
Map is the basic component of location-based mobile apps, which displays location contexts, and positions of mobile users and other location objects. Most of mobile LBS use third-party map service, such as Google Maps, Apple Maps, Baidu Maps, etc.
Location contexts represent different physical positions, mobile environments, and location-based user contexts, which affect information, behaviors and services provided by mobile Apps.
Location objects are objects with geographical positions, which may represent hotels, restaurants, mobile users, cars, or sensors in mobile apps. Location objects may be static or moving, provide static or dynamic information, and interact with nearby other location objects.
Location-based information is recommended and provided based on the geographical position of mobile users, such as position information, nearby business information, and local advertisements and news.
Location-based services include basic location services and domain related location services. There are three mainly basic location services, including map service, position service, and navigation service. There are different domain related location services, for example,location-based advertisement service, search nearby friend service, report nearby jam service, etc.
Mobile users and moving objects have various moving patterns and paths, which will change geographical positions of mobile users and location objects, and also change location relations between mobile users and location objects. Then moving patterns and paths bring many uncertainties for location-related mobile apps.
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III. TEST STRATEGIES AND APPROACHES
There are four key steps for testing location-based mobile apps: 1) select mobile test devices; 2) select and test location contexts; 3) test location objects, location-based services and behaviors; 4) test moving patterns and paths. In this section, we use Waze as an example to explain how to test location-based mobile apps in details.
A. Select and prioritize mobile test devices
There are thousands of mobile devices with diverse appearances, architectures, and platforms. It is impossible to test location-based mobile apps on all thousands of devices with restricted test resources. There are two main strategies for selecting mobile test devices as below. a) Select a set of mobile test devices to cover all compatibility features; b) Select and test a set of popular mobile devices； Those two strategies should be combined to select mobile test devices. Higher coverage helps to discover more faults, and testing popular devices helps to reduce fault damages on mobile users. In table 2, we list 10 mobile devices selected form Amaze to test "Waze", those test devices contain diverse compatibility features, and also have higher market shares.
B. Select and test location contexts
Location-based mobile apps are used in wide areas, and then only limited location contexts are selected to test because of restricted test resources. We select and test location contexts according to below strategies: a) Select and prioritize the location contexts containing more location objects; b) Select and prioritize the location contexts appearing more mobile users; c) Select a set typical user location contexts; d) Select a set of location contexts with diversity using environments; The location contexts including more location objects and mobile users are selected and tested to achieve higher test coverage and find more bugs. Typical user location contexts represent mobile apps frequently used in those location contexts. Diversity using environments mean different position environments (such as indoor position, GPS position, and network position) and network environments (such as 2G, 3G, 4G, and WiFi).
Normally, we randomly generate a large number of test location contexts considering location distributions of mobile users and location objects firstly. Then we select and prioritize a small set of location contexts using above strategies according to test resources and costs.
For example, we generate 200 initial location contexts for Waze. And then we select a set of 5 location contexts as test location contexts, as shown in table 3. The number of objects and mobile users are changing, so we calculate the average number of objects and mobile users for every location context. Waze is used for providing navigation services, and then user contexts are designed to test Waze in different road contexts, such as: street, high way, country road, beach path, etc. 
C. Test location objects and location-based services
In mobile apps, there are different kinds of location objects, which one has thousands, even millions of instances. Every location object provides different information, and has some special behaviors. Then we should test every location object, and its information and behaviors.
For Waze, there are some type of location objects, such as Traffic jams, Accidents, Cameras, Police, Dangers, and Gas stations. We design a set of test cases to check if the positions and information of location objects are right.
There are three mainly basic location services: map service, position service, and navigation service. Position service is provided by mobile platform. Most of location-based apps integrate and use the third party maps and navigation services, which have been tested sufficiently.
However Waze provides map service and navigation service, then some test cases are designed to test Waze map service, such as: zoom in, zoom out, moving. Navigation service is more difficult to test for considering many complex factors, such as traffic jams, dangers, road situations, etc.
Every location-based mobile app also has some special domain-related location services, which should be paid more attentions on testing. Waze provides some domain related location services, such as: report nearby police, report nearby jam, report nearby danger, display nearby friend, etc. We design test cases for every kind of domain-related location services, and those test cases are tested in various location contexts.
D. Test moving patterns and paths
When a mobile user is moving, his location context is continually changing, the wireless network is unstable, and his position is continuously changed. That brings many uncertainties for location-based mobile apps. There are three key factors for design test cases to test moving patterns of mobile users and moving objects.
1) Moving paths
Moving path for mobile user represents continually changing location contexts, wireless network environments, and position environments. There are some typical kinds of moving paths, such as highway, street, alley, hill pathway, seaside pathway, etc. There are three basic strategies to test moving paths: 1) selecting all kind of moving paths; 2) selecting and prioritizing moving paths with more mobile users; 3) selecting moving paths with complicated network and position environments. For Waze, we select 10 typical moving paths, as shown in Table 4 .
2) Moving ways and speed
There are some classic moving ways, such as on feet, by car, by train, and by plant. Every moving way has special speed ranges, and then boundary value method can be used to design test cases. For example, the speed of car is normal between 0-65 m/h. Then we separately test speed of mobile users in Waze on 10 m/h, 40 m/h and 65 m/h, 80 m/h. 
3) Location relations
Because positions of mobile users and moving objects are continually changing, the location relations between mobile users and moving objects are changing. Changing location relations will affect location-related interactive behaviors between mobile users and moving objects. The typical changing patterns of location relations include appearing, disappearing, approaching, and distancing. Appearing means a location object is activated, and then enter location context of mobile user. Disappearing means a location object is deactivated, and then exit location context of mobile user. Approaching means a location object is nearing mobile user. Distancing means a location object is far away from mobile user. Test cases should be designed to test every type changing patterns of location relations, and also to test the combinations of above four patterns.
Waze shows location relations between mobile users and nearby friends. As shown in Figure 1 , a test case is designed to test changing location relations between one mobile user and his friend. In the test case, the friend appears firstly, move closely to the mobile user, and then move far from the mobile user, and disappear at last. So this test case combines all four type of location relations: appearing, approaching, distancing, and disappearing.
IV. RELATED WORKS
Nowadays, mobile LBS have become one hot research topic in mobile computing domain, and many papers have been published to address different areas in mobile LBS. A conceptual framework for personalized location-based tourism apps leveraging semantic web to enhance tourism experience is proposed by Mahmood [3] . Al Nabhan presents a new strategy in achieving highly reliable and accurate position solutions fulfilling the requirements of LocationBased Services (LBS) pedestrians' applications [8] .
The location privacy issues are serious for LBS. Zhang et al. propose an LBS privacy-quantifying framework and used the mutual information metric to measure adversary's information gain in his inference attacks [9] . An adaptive location privacypreserving the system is presented, which allows a user to control the level of privacy disclosure with different quality of locationbased services [10] . Freudiger et al use Kullback-Leibler divergence between prior and posterior distributions to measure the ability of the adversary to guess the probability of each user visiting specific POIs [11] .
However, there are a few publications about mobile LBS testing. Jerry Gao discusses the issues and difficulties of mobile LBS testing [12] . Ke Zhai proposes a suite of metrics for prioritizing test cases for regression testing of LBS [13] . Nigel Davies proposes a hybrid test and simulation environment for evaluating system-and network-related issues in location-based applications. Huichun Chu proposes a two-tier test approach for location-aware mobile learning systems [14] . Solveig Bjørnestad presents an example study about evaluation of a location-based mobile news reader [15] . Jiang Yu analyzes test requirements, and presents a scalable testing framework for mobile LBS [16] .
We have proposed an initial test model [17] and some test coverage metrics [18] for function services of mobile LBS. In this paper, we present some test strategies about selecting test devices, location context, location objects, and moving patterns. And then the test approaches are described in details using a case study.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we discuss test approaches and test steps for location-based mobile apps, and some test strategies are proposed about how to select test devices, location contexts, location objects and location-based services, and moving patterns and paths. We also provide a case study to describe our test approaches in details. We hope our approaches are useful for test engineers to design test cases for location-based mobile apps.
